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5.EXTRAPOLATION OF THE SURVEY RESULTS OF HEALTH
CARE ORGANIZATIONS AND DRUG STORES AND EVALUATION OF

THE GENERAL UNIVERSE
Taking into account the fact that the sampling of the survey of

organizations and individual entrepreneurs engaged in health care
activities and retail trade of pharmaceutical goods was designed based on
the two different general sub-universes, extrapolation of the survey results
and evaluation of the general universes were also made by applying the
mentioned approach. 

The results on 461 health care organizations and individual
entrepreneurs covered by the survey were extrapolated on the 682 units
of the general sub-universe of the latter, while the results on 250
organizations and individual entrepreneurs engaged in retail trade of
pharmaceutical goods – on 587 units of the adequate general sub-
universe. It should be also noted that the extrapolation of the survey
results on each of the two general sub-universes was done in proportion
to the strata of the sample by marzes, by subgroups of the types of
activity and by number of employees. 

For extrapolation of the derived results and evaluation of the
general universe, the surveyed units have at first been separated by the
following features in accordance with the methodology applied in the
international practice: 

- active,
- non-active,
- active, but not participated in the survey (refusal, absence of

accountant, etc.),
- not found out.

The indicators of non-active units discovered during the survey were
prescribed by 0. The arithmetical average of the indicators of (actually
active or non-active) units found out in the stratum of the appropriate
sample served as a basis for the completion of the absent essential
indicators on the units covered by the sample and not found out by the
survey, while the indicators of the units, which were active, but didn’t
participate in the survey, were evaluated taking into account the
arithmetical average of the indicators of factually active units of the
appropriate stratum. 
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In the next step, each unit covered by the sample was given by a
sampling weight that has been calculated by the following formula: 

Ni
niWi =

where

ni    is the number of units covered by the sample in the stratum i,
Ni is the number of units in the stratum i of the general universe.

The all units covered by the survey through the exhaustive census
were given by value “1” of the sampling weight.

The extrapolation of the survey results and evaluation of the general
sub-universes have been implemented by summing the products of the
corresponding indicator of each unit and the sampling weight given to that
unit.     


